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Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage III 
 
Brief Biography: 
 
born into an old and aristocratic family, but on rather the disreputable side of both; his 
father "Mad Jack" squandered both his share of the family fortune as well as the money 
he had gotten when he married Byron's mother 
 
inherited an estate unexpectedly at the age of 10; with some money but spent more than 
he ever had; went into great debt while attending Cambridge, where he proved himself to 
be a good student but overly interested in drinking and trouble; amassed a debt of 12,000 
pounds before leaving, which he only added to 
 
began experimenting with publication between 1806-1808; went on a long tour of Europe 
and the Mediterranean in July 1809 (at the age of 21) [during which time he began 
what was to become a book length poem in four parts (called Cantos) entitled Childe 
Harold’s Pilgrimage].  
 

You read only a few stanzas of Canto III, which sets out the themes of the 
long poem best perhaps, and is most marked by the influence of both the first 
generation of poets and the Shelleys, who he was living with in Switzerland 
when he finished Canto III 

 
First two cantos written between 1809-1811; published in 1812; when Byron was 21 
years old; written while Byron was actually on his own pilgrimage away from the rigidity 
and limitations of England; a land which he both loved and loved to critique; on the one 
hand, a fairly familiar journey for a young aristocrat but Byron perceived of it as an 
escape from convention and not the enactment of it 
 
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage made him a "famous man" even as it marks his isolation 
from any single "philosophy" rather than of a single party, class, or nation 
 

important and insistent in noting the significance of the international world stage; 
as a man without a country, he is one best able to critique all 

   
Throughout CH Byron filters his own life, thoughts, and ambitions through both Harold, 
the hero, and the narrating voice who comments on what Harold is doing; it is tempting 
to link both of these figures with Byron, but in the third canto Byron explicitly 
identifies Harold as a creation and details the power of the creative mind 
 

Characteristically, Byron turns away from the lyric, personal poem of the 
early generation.  
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Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage employs the Spenserian Stanza (associated with 
Spenser’s Fairie Queen; nine lines; first eight are iambic pentameter and the last iambic 
hexameter (an Alexandrine [6 feet]); ababbcbcc; interlocked lines which nonetheless lead 
to a couplet ending) 
 

constructs a type of epic travelogue, which traces the growth of both his 
“hero” (nominally Harold) and the narrating poet figure, also associated 
with “Byron” the famous poet, “Byron’s” role in the poem underscored by 
the lengthy prose notes that he appended throughout, which both give 
historical detail as well as marking his own (actual) progress through the 
landscape of the poem 

 
In CHP, Byron further develops the figure of the “Byronic Hero” begins associated 
with him personally, but grows into its own literary type (i.e. Rochester, any dark 
and brooding male character) 
 

Usually a young nobleman who has committed various transgressive but usually 
mysteriously unstated deeds, quite often of a romantic nature 

 
sated with pleasure; desire for adventure (5) also a suggestion of unrequited love 
(6) "Apart he stalk'd in joyless reverie" flees England in torment, looking for 
diversion 

  
the melancholy exile from society, full of remorse for often unnamed sins but 
ultimately unrepentant; the creation of a fictive persona who appears to be a 
slightly displaced version of the author himself 

 
the narrating voice of the Cantos, the voice which informs us of Childe Harold's 
actions and seemingly experiences them as well is a “mature” version of the Byronic 
hero, capable of critiquing his younger self 
 

Byron's readers and even modern readers have tended to confound the Byronic 
creation with the Poet himself but we must be careful to acknowledge the double-
sidedness of Byron's real / invented persona and where they blur 

 
Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage III: Historical Moment of Production (1816; including 
the summer spent with the Shelleys) 
 
On the personal level, Byron has been forced out of England never to return; a major 
crisis in his personal life:  failed marriage, failed "ideal" relationship with his sister; loss 
of social authority > a spectacular fall from grace – accusations of sodomy, incest, 
seduction – unable to wield any authority within England 
   

Where will the new authority come from? 
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On the larger historical level, a period of grave doubts for the liberally minded.  The 
tyrant Napoleon has been defeated but the monarchies have been restored.  The 
double-edged sword of the "end of tyranny." 
  
What are the ends of poetry in this climate of failed revolution? What are its limits 
and potential? Is that potential met most by “controlling and willing” creation and 
movement in the social world? Or by entering a state of wise passiveness in the 
natural world? 
 

Byron's narrator is also always calling attention to the ways in which his 
synthetic attempts fall apart; the poetic structure only holds for a moment 

  
(Movement between stanzas 6 and 7, 2) 

 
In this poem, Byron celebrates change and process for their own sake; a chaotic  
but endlessly fertile world 
 

The poem is characterized by a movement between  
 

1) The Narrator's own poetic desires and dark past, but often narrated as the 
immediate present (III: 17) 

 
2) the Narrator's description of Harold's existence as "the creation"  of his mind (3) 

  
 3) The narrator's description of Harold's reactions to: 
  a.  His own mental growth 
  b.  Nature 
  c.  Past glories of the particular region 
  d.  Sites/Sights of "Man" -- cities, art, etc. 
   
  e.  All of which often lead to the narrator’s political commentary,  
  psychological diagnosis, as well as art criticism and literary   
  criticism 
 
Ambition/Vocation (how does a man fulfill his ambition? through battle? (but then what 
about Napoleon? an example of military ambition gone mad (St. 36; pg. 6); or all the 
brave dead of Waterloo, consumed by an unfeeling Nature) (St. 17, pg. 3; 28, pg. 5); 
which wears down all evidence of human endeavor (St. 46-47, pg. 8) 
 
Or poetry? (6) Or through one’s child? (115>) 

 
Departure from England and arrival at the Waterloo battlefield / Stanzas 1-28 

Opens with Byron’s departure from England; Speaker’s address to the reader through the 
farewell to Ada (his daughter; overtones of the personal lyric, particularly STC’s poetry, 
which Byron knew very well) 
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[1] farewell to England / immersion in the unknown; and a farewell to a beloved 
daughter and nation 

  
[2] contradictory position of the speaker:  "rider" or "weed"? What we will 
discover is that there is a constant vacillation between the two poles of control/ 
social world and wise passiveness/natural world 

 
St. 3-7  / Harold's Creation 
  

(3) traveling “with” Harold/ the hero of his earlier poems; takes up the poem’s 
“theme” as he moves upon the waters; linking natural world with creative process 

 the poet asserts that life is only interesting in the act of creation (6) 
 
St. 8-16 /Delineation of Harold as the Byronic Hero / Not incidentally mirrors the 
experience of the narrator in stanza [4] 

 

[9] enchained; [10] "guarded coldness" but in wonder of Nature; wandering now 
with a "nobler aim" [11] 

the “Byronic hero” feels apart from “men” (12); a movement between Nature and 
Society [13 and 14] 
feels happier in the natural world (13); “this clay will sink / Its spark immortal” 
(14); and he is a “wild-born falcon with clipt wing” (15) 

 
St. 17-20  Description of Waterloo [From arrival in France to travel into Belgium]: 
the complexity of Napoleon's defeat; opens the door to more tyranny 
 

[17] the only mark of "Empire's Dust" is the unnatural fertility caused by the 
spilled blood 

 
  l. 151 "red rain hath made the harvest grow!" 
  l. 153 "king-making Victory" 
 

[18] Napoleon linked to his emblem of the "eagle" 
 

[19] the danger of restoring the monarchies; perhaps we have exchanged the 
"lion" for the "wolf" 

 
[20] a warning against giving laurels prematurely; the gift of "love" could be one 
of death (i.e. l. 179-180) 

 
St. 21-28  Evocation of the Battle Scene: A lengthy and climatic description of the 
moments leading up to the battle (the irony of the soldiers attending a ball when the 
call to battle is issued; again the movement between life and revelry and death and 
battle) 
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 [25] a real elevation of battle 
[27] the glories of battle immediately undercut by a description of nature; in the 
first four lines it appears as if Nature weeps over the "unreturning brave" but, in 
the next 4, we see how nature blooms because of it "verdure" 

 
[28] the heroism of man finally ends of as "Clay" (final 3 lines) 

 
Stanzas 68-71 / Travel to Switzerland / Immersion in the Natural World 

[68] "Lake Leman woos me with its crystal face"; are the seductions of Nature 
like those of the world? (st. 11); l. 648, the narrator doubts that he will ever be 
able to see straight through to nature; the momentary apprehension of "truth" and 
"beauty" 

  
[69-71] rejection of the world "contentious" for the lure of "earth" for "earths 
sake" 

  
 [72-75] One of the narrator's moments of union with nature; a type  of 

consummation of the desire expressed in [68] 
  

[73] a reappearance of the "falcon" theme:  "On delighted wing / Spurning the 
clay-cold bonds which round our being cling"  

  
[75] mixes with Nature as he had mixed with the creation of Harold [6]; "with 
thoughts that dare not glow" 

 
St. 76-84 / Description of Rousseau 
  

[76] one of those sudden shifts to the things and men of the world; "On One, 
whose dust was once all fire" yet another quester after Fame and Truth  
 
 <89> and <97> Important stanzas 

 
St. 113-118 / Departure from Switerzland and travel to Italy 
 

[113-114] Statement of the exile's mind standing alone 
 
[115 to the end] returns to the beginning of the poem and addresses Ada; the 
voice of the "father" whose immortality lies in the fact that his words will be read 
by his daughter 
 

Movement between the world and nature st. 69, pg. 12; between history (past and 
current), writers, the poet’s own contemplation, his own personal history 

Depiction of an important Romantic archetype: the genius outsider, always 
searching for “the life intense” (89); the “one word” (97) 


